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PRO j'E RT Y

The property consists of 10 contiguous claims numbered 
L354578 to L354586 inclusive, plus claim .L366683.

LOCATION

The group is located approximately 13 miles east of the 
town of Shiningtree and lies in the centre of Tyrell 
Township just south of Highway 560.

TOPOGRAPHY

The surface.of the claims is almost flat, a boulder clay 
plain broken by low rounded outcrops of diabase, except 
in the western margin where a north-south trending esker 
rises to a height of 50-60 feet above Breeze Lake.

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

Recent: Gravel, boulder clay and esker
deposits.

Pre Cambrian: Quartz diabase or diorite sill
unconformity.

Qtz. Feldspar Porphyry Dikes 
intrusive contact.

Volcanic lavas, ryholite, dacite 
tuffs, andesite.

GEOLOGY

The claims lie in a band of acid volcanic lavas, mainly 
ryholite with some dacite and andesite. These volcanics 
appear to be highly tilted and have been intruded by narrow 
feldspar porphyry dikes, outcrops of the volcanics are small 
in extent, the rock mainly exposed is the quartz diabase or 
diorite which appears to overly the younger formations un 
conf ormably as a sill. To the north of Breeze Lake, along 
the western margin of claim 354585, is a band of rusty 
weathering rhyolite, and there is a similar small outcrop 
near the bottom centre of claim 354583.
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MINE R A T, T 7.ATION

Some small quartz veins are visible on the property, none 
now exposed are more than a few feet in length and an inch 
or so in width. No visible gold was found in the present 
survey. Numerous trenches excavated by previous prospect 
ing parties in the rusty weathering ryholite were observed; 
these are now partially filled with debris. Samples taken 
showed minimal cjold values.

CONCLUSIONS 

Geological .Su.

Much of the surface of the c "l a i iiu, is covered by gravel and 
boulder clay w:i th only small outcrops of volcanic rocks 
showing through. The largest exposures of rock are in the 
northern area and consd Rt of resistant diorite or diabase 
shaped by glacial, action into north-south trending outcrops, 
Weathering has af.r. cted some of the ryholite, producing a 
rust stained capping some inches in depth. To reach fresh 
unweathered , ;,ak would require test pitting three or four 
feet in this material. This formation appears to be the 
focus of former efforts to find gold on this property. No 
strong c.uartz veins or shear zones were noted in this type 
of rock, but any future exploration on the property should 
include investigation of these rusty weathering areas.

Magnetomcter Survey

The base station for the magnetometer survey was established 
on a ryholite outcrop beside Highway 560 on the north boun 
dary of the claim group. A nv.-netometer survey was conducted 
on the base line, with stations ;00 feet apart and the correc 
tions made to these readings for diurnal variations.

Throughout the survey, these base line stations were used as 
check points as each east-west line was surveyed and correc 
tions made for variation during the day. By this means, the 
drift, due to magnetic variation, was recorded approximately 
each hour.

The results indicate that the diorite or diabase, which is 
presumably a single sill with varying characteristics, is 
comparatively magnetic compared with the volcanic assemblage 
which lies underneath it. This is apparent where the diabase 
is exposed in the northern areas of the claims where gamma 
values rise to 3000 gammas above the values found where ryhol 
ite outcrops. On the western side of the property, similar
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north-south trendjng contours with high values are found, 
but where no diorite or diabase outcrops due to the heavy 
gravel covering. It is probable that these high gamma 
values indicate subsurface diabase in the western area 
also.

The total magnetic field at station 'A' was measured at 
51,500 gammas when the instrument setting on the most 
senstive scale was 350 gammas. The 500 contour on the 
magnetic contour map therefore represents a total field 
value of 51,650 gammas.

The search for gold which was the metal of interest in 
this survey should be conducted in favourable areas of 
volcanic rocks. Since these show up in the magnetic map 
as areas of low magnetic values, the search should be 
confined to areas with a gamma value of 400 or less.

The strike of the volcanic lavas cannot be accurately 
deduced from the magnetic contouring since the strong 
diabase response distorts the underlying magnetic pattern.

T. Heale, P.Eng.

Enclosures: l Geological map
2 Magnetometer maps
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